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What is it?
A pedestrian photo challenge and a fun teambuilding activity to promote 
team interaction and cooperation! Your team will get to know the best of 
Lisbon’s history and culture in a relaxed way, while improving skills such 
as Communication, Leadership, Negotiation, Strategy Development and 
Time Management! 

How it works?
We divide the group into teams, and then give them the following tasks 
to complete: 

→ Find the places marked on the map;

→ Take funny group pictures in each point;

→ Answer questions about Lisbon;

→ Find and collect objects along the way;

→ Try traditional foods and drinks;

→ Ride the old tram, funicular or elevator;

→ Make it more special including Go Cars, Segways, Sidecars and Bicycles.

Discover more!
→ Each player of the team will receive a map and a roadbook, so that 
all participants know what is happening and are able to actively help the 
team, not just following the leader;

→ The teams have several different activities at the same time. This will 
require a good coordination between team members and distribution 
of tasks;

→ There will be several guides along the course to help and assist the 
teams;

→  The activity stimulates interaction with the locals. In order to get some 
of the answers, the participants will have to ask Lisbon locals for help;

→ The teams will discover and receive information about the most 
interesting places of Lisbon: from monuments, squares and churches, 
to cafes and traditional shops. 
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Includes
- Each team: folder, camera, pen;

- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket to the tram and elevator, traditional savouries and drinks (depending on the  
  chosen option);

- Winning team: a Port Wine bottle;

- Pictures in digital format sent by e-mail;

- Tour guides;

- Insurance.

Photo Challenge with lunch or dinner included
We can provide a lunch or dinner before or after the Photo Challenge, with the most incredible city views. 

Do you prefer something traditional, simple or luxurious?  

And the Winner is…
The team with the highest score at the end of the route!

Scores will be calculated according to the number of correct answers and challenges completed, as well as the most 
original photos and good timing!

We deliver the results two hours after the activity.

Lisbon Photo Challenge | The funniest way to experience Lisbon. Try it!
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Flexibility 
It’s possible to:  

- Change Start and Finish points;

- Change the number of places and quarters to visit;

- Include questions related to the client/event goals;

- Change the number of teams;

- Include Transfer to Lisbon City Center and back;

- Organize special Lunch or Dinner.

We have a structure that allow us to do the Photo Challenge at any quarter of Lisbon that you want to visit and at 
whatever time of the day you want the challenge to take place.

Even more fun!
It’s possible to include any of these in the Photo Challenge activities:

Lisbon Photo Challenge | The funniest way to experience Lisbon. Try it!
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Essential Photo Challenge  |  2 hours

Typical Photo Challenge Castle & Alfama  |  3 hours

This activity takes place in Lisbon’s Downtown area, in the quarters of Chiado and Baixa. 
Excellent for groups who are short on time to visit Lisbon. The activity starts at Praça da 
Figueira in Lisbon’s center, where the group will explore the top sites in the heart of the city 
like the Augusta Street, the Carmo Square, São Pedro Alcântara view point. Perfect sites to 
discover the city on a relaxed pace, with the help of a map and roadbook: you will search 
for objects, interact with the locals and take group pictures. Includes a Ginja (cherry liqueur) 
tasting and a port wine bottle for the winning team.

For a more typical and unique activity, this will be the top choice. It takes place in the 
old quarters of the Castle and in Alfama. Great for groups searching for richer cultural 
experiences. The activity starts with a visit to the Castle of São Jorge, with some tasks and 
a short Quizz! After that, the teams will follow the map and roadbook to explore the Castle 
and Alfama districts, where the fun begins! Finding objects, interacting with the locals and 
taking creative group pictures, with tastings along the way, and a Port Wine bottle for the 
winning team.

TEAMS
7-10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
 15min briefing + 1:30h + 15min finish time

TEAMS
10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
15min briefing + 2:30h + 15min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket   

for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur);
- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: map and roadbook, 

Castle - São Jorge ticket, Ginja (cherry 
liqueur), codfish cake and green wine;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.
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Original Lisbon Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

The best option for larger groups. This is the perfect way to enjoy the best diversity of 
Lisbon’s sites in the city center. It takes place in the quarters of Chiado, Baixa and Alfama, 
including a ride on the 28 Tram to explore these areas more easily. Different routes will 
separate the teams in opposite directions. There will be enough time to cover all in a relaxed 
pace and to try a diversity of tastings in traditional places. All this with the help of a map, 
activities, fun group pictures, cultural questions and original objects to collect. We offer a 
Port wine bottle for the winning team.

TEAMS
7-10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
20min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES
- Each team: folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket for 

Tram #28,  Beer  &   Codfish 
cake, Ginja (cherry  liqueur) and 
Pastel de Nata (custard  tart);

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Gourmet Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

Beyond the beautiful landscape of Lisbon, the best way to really get to know a place is to 
have contact with its people and taste traditional food along the way! This activity combines 
all these things and a lot of fun. It takes place in the center of the city, where the group will 
be divided into teams and each person gets a map and a roadbook. The teams will have to 
find specific places on the map, search for clues and several objects, take funny pictures 
and, of course, taste the most traditional food and drinks along the way. You will taste the 
famous Ginja (cherry liqueur) Moscatel (traditional liqueur), Porto and Green wine, Cod 
cake, pastel de nata (custard tart) and several Portuguese tapas on typical places.

TEAMS
7 to 10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
20min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket for 

Tram #28;
- Drinks and portuguese tapas.
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Bike & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

This is a fun activity to explore the city along the Tagus River. It covers two of the main 
touristic areas of Lisbon in a short time: Downtown Lisbon & the Belém district. 

Part of the activity is done with Bikes along the riverfront, to cover the west district of 
Belém between the Monument of Discoveries and the Belém Tower. The other part is 
made on foot in the historical city center.

We can also include a sunset cocktail at the end of the activity.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
90 people

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ti-

cket  for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur) 
and Pastel de Belém (custard tart), Bike 
ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Go Cars & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

This is the perfect activity to cover Lisbon’s main atractions in a short time: Downtown 
Lisbon & Belém district. The first half of the activity is done with the Go Cars, always with 
the assistance of our guides, covering the district of Belém. The second half is made on 
foot in the historical city center. All the teams will visit the main highlights of Lisbon and 
take great pictures along the way. The teams will have to search for clues and find objects, 
taking funny pictures along the way. 
Includes Ginja (cherry liqueur) tasting, the tradicional Pastel de Nata (custard tart) and rides 
on the 28 Tram.

TEAMS
10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
30min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, camera and pen;
- Each person: Map and roadbook, ticket

for  tram, Ginja (cherry liqueur) and 
Pastel de Nata (custard tart), water, Go 
Car ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.
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Segways & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

The Segways & Photo Challenge takes place in Baixa, Chiado and Alfama. The group will be 

divided into teams that will rotate from the photo challenge on foot and on segway. 

The teams will have to find specific places on the map, search for clues and several objects, 

take funny group pictures and ride the tradicional old lift of Lisbon. The Segways part will 

be held in the Moorish quarter of Alfama and Castle citadel.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
100 people

DURATION
30min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket for 

Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry  liqueur), Pastel 
de Belém (custard tart), Segway ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Sidecar & Lisbon Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

This Photo Challenge combined with the Sidecars allows the group to experience the most 
beautiful places of the city, like getting inside the old quarters and admiring its viewpoints. 
This activity is organized in rotation: while some teams are discovering the city center on 
foot, others are taking the Sidecars to the Moorish maze of Alfama, Castle and Graça, with 
picturesque stops in amazing view points. In all sidecar stops the group has to take pictures 
and answer some questions. As an alternative, the Sidecar tour can also be done in Belém, 
to explore its  World Heritage Monuments. 

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket 

for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur), 
Water, custard tart, Sidecar Ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
90 people

DURATION
30min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time
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Sailing & Photo Challenge Lisbon  |  5 hours

This activity takes place in Downtown Lisbon, in the quarters of Chiado and Baixa. Good for 
groups who want fun activites in a short period of time. 

The group will be divided into teams and each person gets a map and a roadbook. The 
teams will have to find specific places on the map, search for clues and several objects, 
taking funny pictures along the way. Includes a Ginja (cherry liqueur) tasting. 

At the end of the route, a Sailboat will be waiting for you for a great trip around Lisbon’s 
Coast. As an option we can provide a cocktail on board.

MINIMUM
40 people

MAXIMUM
70 people

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket 

for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur);
- Winnig team: Port wine bottle
- Cocktail not included.

Go Cars, Segways & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

The ultimate Lisbon activity! All teams will rotate between a  photo challenge on foot, a 
segway quiz tour and a Go Car route, covering a larger area and having a more challenging 
and fun experience. Go cars will cover Belém, the Photo Challenge downtown Lisbon 
and the Segways the Castle hill and Alfama. Great for groups searching for funny cultural 
activities when short on time. The teams will have to find specific places on the map, search 
for clues and several objects, and take funny pictures of the group. Along the activity, each 
group will have to succeed several traditional tasks.

TEAMS
7-10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

INCLUDES

- Each team: Folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook,  Ginja   

(cherry liqueur), Pastel de Nata (custard 
tart), Go Car & Segways rides;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.
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iPad Lisbon Challenge | Teambuilding activity guided by iPad 

What is it?
A fun teambuilding activity to discover Lisbon with the help of iPad 3G 
& GPS technologies. 

How it works?
First we divide the group into teams and give an iPad to each one of them.
During the iPad activity the teams have to complete following tasks:
→ Find the places marked on the App map with Geo-location technology
that allows to move it anywhere on the map, and offers the teams 
position information on real time;
→ Take funny group pictures or videos in each point;
→ Answer questions about Lisbon;
→ Find objects along the way;
→ Try traditional foods and drinks;
→ Ride the old tram, funicular or elevator;
→ Take a use of a wide range of gadgets and interactive activities to
have fun and promote dynamism with the rival teams.

Features
→ Photo & Videos;
→ Communication between teams – annoy opponents; 
→ Great team interactivity;
→ Gadgets;
→ Prize setup;
→ Score updated in Real-time;
→ Quiz & Clues;
→ Totally  tailor made for the client needs;

→ Augmented reality and QR codes readers.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
Under request 

INCLUDES
- Each team: iPad;
- Each person: tram ticket, Ginja (cherry   

liqueur) and pastel de nata (custard tart);
- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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